
Your Prioritized ListYour Prioritized List

•• Priority 1 Priority 1 –– Faulted Faulted griddinggridding and contouringand contouring

•• Priority 2 Priority 2 –– GeoprocessingGeoprocessing

•• Priority 3 Priority 3 –– Raster formatRaster format

•• Priority 4 Priority 4 –– Raster Catalogs and SDERaster Catalogs and SDE

•• Priority 5 Priority 5 –– Expanded 3D FunctionalityExpanded 3D Functionality



Priority 1 – Faulted Gridding and Contouring

• Make it fast, smooth, scalable, honor the faults, 
and easy to use.



Interpolation with Barriers

• Spline with Barriers tool – new at 9.2
• Uses Zoraster faulted gridding library





Contouring  Requests – coming in 9.3

• Honor faults
– Snap contour geometry to fault polygons

• Improved contour geometry
• Mask labels, not halos
• Label placement
• Color filled contours
• Index contours
• Make it easy

Example of contours Example of contours 
you can make in 9.2you can make in 9.2



Contour Label Position and Masking in 9.1 and 9.2
• Make Contours 

– Optionally Run the index tool  (9.2 Sample tool)
• Set up Labeling Options in Maplex

– Turn on Maplex Engine from the Labeling toolbar 
– Use Street Placement option 
– Turn off Stacking and Overrun 
– Turn on Repeat Labels (Remember to measure your map first to find a good 

interval) 
– Turn on Remove Duplicate labels about 66% of the distance used for Repeat 

Labels. 
– In the Label Weight Ranking dialog (from the Labeling toolbar) set the faults and 

points weights to 999 
• Verify the that the labels work well at that map scale
• Convert the labels to Annotation 
• Use the Feature Outline Masks tool to create the masks  (9.0 GP tool)

– Turn the mask layer’s visibility off 
• On the data frame’s advanced Drawing options turn on masking (on 

data frame context menu) 
– Select the mask layer on the left 
– Check the contour layer (or index contour layer if using that approach)



Making smooth contours at 9.1 or 9.2

• 2 options
– Generate contours from higher resolution grid (e.g. if you wanted a 100m 

grid, make a 50m to generate the contours from)
– Use the SmoothLine tool in the Generalization toolbox to smooth the 

contours (start with a small value, check on the topological errors 
checkbox to test for intersections)

• Export as 300dpi PDF

Acrobat Document



Filled Contours

• Coming in 9.3
• Until then, to mimic the look, set raster renderer
to Classified >Defined Interval with same interval 
as contour interval

• Draw fault and void features on top of raster and 
contours with 2pt or 3pt wide outline to mask 
raster stairstep if necessary.



Priority 2 – Geoprocessing Issues

• Portability
• Repeatability
• Metadata lineage



Portability of Geoprocessing Tools and Models

• At 9.2 we added the ability to embed the value of 
one variable within another variable, thus making 
it easy to handle things like pathnames.

• A new section of help topics was written to 
explain best practices for making portable 
models.

http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisdesktop/9.2/index.cfm?TopicName=An_overview

_of_sharing_tools_and_toolboxes



Repeatability of Geoprocessing Tools and Models

• Validation of inputs is the primary reason for what 
may be described a variety of ways, such as 
inconsistent tool behavior or, it seemed to work 
this way last time but not today.

• Significant effort was put into the 9.2 release in 
reviewing some of the problematic tools and 
improving their tool validation and execution.

• Any perceived ‘flakiness’ with a tool should be 
reported as a bug and will be addressed.



Metadata Lineage

• Geoprocessing tool outputs contain metadata 
that can be viewed in ArcCatalog. 

This is currently not 
recursive to all 
operations ever 
run on all inputs.

MetaData needs to maintain an ancestry of Lineage. With GeoProcessing, I might 
build a very complex work flow, and would like the final output to record lineage of 
all ancestors that went into the result.



Geoprocessing Metadata continued…

• To store the process used to create a dataset you 
can save a model report to keep with the data. An 
XML file of all inputs, variables, and tools run, as 
well as any model documentation descriptions you 
may have included.

• Tighter integration of 
metadata lineage 
and geoprocessing 
is being evaluated.



9.2 Geoprocessing Tools

• Feature Class Z to ASCII
• ASCII 3D to Feature Class
• LAS to Multipoint



Priority 3 – Raster Format Issues

• Many of these issues are specific to the GRID file 
format.

• The Spatial Analyst engine operates natively on 
the GRID format, and therefore analysis 
processes share these limits.



GRID format

• File name and path name limits
– Length, 13 character names, 128 character paths
– No spaces or special characters in the name, spaces are allowed 

in the path
– No plans to change this



GRID Format

•Coordinate information storage
–GRIDs, Coverages, and TINs store their coordinate 

system information in a different format than other 
ArcGIS data.

–The user interface experience is slightly different for 
these than other formats. 
• It ensures backward compatibility of the system
• Storing duplicate coordinate system information 

creates a data mgmt mess
• We continue to improve the translation between 

formats storage types as issues are reported, if you 
find a problem, report it, we’ll fix it.



GRID Format

“…grids created by 9.1 will not open in 9.0”

• If you find a version compatibility problem, please 
report it and send the data.

• Only two major changes in the format that are not 
fully backward compatible
– Version 7 change to 8.3 naming, we provided conversion tools. 
– Version 9 change to support unlimited file size. These files will 

display in earlier versions but may fail during analysis.

• Using a library other than ESRI’s to read or write our GRID 
format is not recommended.



GRID Format

• Non-square cells
• ArcGIS can store and display rasters with 
non-square cells.
– The issue is isolated to 

• Storage of non-square cells in the GRID format
• Analysis algorithms of Spatial and 3D Analyst assume square cells
• The analysis environment holds a single value for cellsize

– There is no active development on analysis with non-square cells



GRID Format

• NoData or NULL value handling issues
• Null or Nodata values in the GRID format are most often stored 

as the smallest negative number of the bit depth and type to be 
most certain that value is not an actual value in your data. All
GRIDs on disk are 32 bit, so unless you measure your depths 
in microns, you should never hit this value.

• Geodatabase rasters, IMG and ERM files have their own 
standard internal tags for missing values and are honored.

• For all the 20+ other raster formats that have no concept of 
NULL, there is a sophisticated series of ways we try to store a 
missing value, first within the current bit depth, then by 
expanding the bit depth if its full. This tagged value is then 
stored in the AUX file for display and conversion purposes.



Displaying NoData

• All raster renderers have an option to change the 
display color of the NoData value in any raster 
format.



Changing NoData

• Use the Reclassify tool to:
–Change a value or values in a raster to NoData
–Change NoData to a value

• Just type in a number,
or the word ‘nodata’



Analysis with NoData

• ArcGIS analysis tools are conservative (cautious) 
with the handling of NoData.

• NoData means you don’t know what the value is 
at that location, therefore the safest assumption 
is to provide no result at that location, as any 
result other result is based on incomplete 
information.

10 + 10 + x = what?
Many analysis tools have a Data | NoData option, 
but this is too risky to accidentally misuse and is 
therefore not an environment setting.



GRID Format

• 64 bit  or ‘double’ cell values
• This is a limit of the GRID format and the analysis 
extensions.  64 bit rasters can be stored and 
displayed in ArcGIS

• Changing this requires all analysis functions to be 
touched.  This is a significant amount of 
development the PUG should weigh this against 
other priorities.
– Option 1 - change all singles to doubles, affecting dataset size and 

performance for all users, not just those interested in double 
values.  

– Option 2 – allow a setting whether you want output to be single or 
double. Significantly more code changes and double QA effort.



Other raster format suggestions…

• Perhaps ESRI should consider switching to TIFF 
as the default for raster data?
– 4gb file size limit, no missing value concept, no native attribute table

• Or perhaps NetCDF is a candidate for the default 
raster format?
– Size inefficient (no compression, explicit x,y for every cell), poor 

support for coordinate system metadata, no attribute table



Where is ESRI going with the raster format?

• No plans to change the GRID format

• The future is the file geodatabase raster – 9.2
– Non-square cells
– Mask based NoData
– 64 bit cell values
– Fast I/O, tunable tile size
– 256 Terabyte max file size
– Partial pyramid updating
– Attribute table support
– Color table support
– Many compression options (JPEG, LZ77, JPEG2000)

• Enhancements to Spatial Analyst engine to support 
direct analysis on other raster formats – 10x



Priority 4 – Raster Catalogs and SDE

• Raster catalog renderers
• Clipping a raster catalog and outputting to a 
raster dataset

• Loading spatially separated strips of raster data 
into an SDE raster



Raster catalog renderers

• Raster catalogs can be rendered using the same 
renderers as a raster dataset

• If the renderer you want to use is 
not present, such as the Unique 
Values renderer, it can be added.
– Use Add to add a new renderer
– Use Remove to remove any unwanted 

renderers



Renderers

• Stretched and RGB Composite – will always be 
present by default

• Colormap – will be present if there is a colormap
present in the raster datasets

• Unique Values  and Classified – will not be 
present by default
– Need to load the values from the raster datasets

• All rasters in the catalog
• The rasters in the visible extents
• Import



Clip a raster catalog and save as a raster dataset

Present (9.0, 9.1, and 9.2):
• There is a developer sample on http://edndoc.esri.com/arcobjects/9.0

called "Clip a raster or a raster catalog" 
• This sample tool is used to clip a portion of raster on a raster layer or 

a raster catalog layer with a defined rectangle extent and outputs a 
raster dataset. It allows you to specify the clipping extent by drawing 
a clipping rectangle graphic in ArcMap, specify the coordinates of the 
clipping rectangle, or specify the clipping extent using a dataset.

• IMG or GRID output

In 9.3:
• There will have a geoprocessing tool which mosaics a raster catalog 

to a raster dataset, and you can set the extent to clip the raster 
catalog



Loading spatially separated strips of raster data 
into an SDE raster

• This specific issue has been fixed in 9.2
• There were many loading optimizations added in 
9.2 and we’re continuing to focus on optimizing 
raster loading for 9.3

• Turn the partial pyramiding on



Priority 5 – 3D



3D Overview

• 3D data structures and volumes
• What’s new in 9.2?
• Future research and development



ArcGIS 3D

• ArcGIS is a 3D system
• It has native 3D data structures

– 3D points
– 3D lines with heights at every vertex
– 3D polygons with heights at every vertex
– 3D boundary representation or shells 

(aka MultiPatch) as a collection of triangles

• It has 3D visualization applications
• It has a growing set of 3D analysis tools

• It needs more 3D query and analysis tools and 
support for volumetric data structures. We want 
your help defining these requirements.



3D and volumetrics

• Why is a MultiPatch not a volumetric data 
structure?

• In 2D GIS terms, its like the difference between 
a polyline and a polygon.
– A polygon knows its start and end point are the same.
– A polygon knows its supposed to be closed.
– With topology, a polygon knows about shared edges, it knows its 

neighbors, allowing for analytical operations.



Volumetric Structures

• Discrete fields
– Boundary representation or triangulated shells.
– Tetrahedron

• Continuous fields
– Voxel (volumetric pixel)

• Just as a 2D GIS needs vector and raster 
structures, the same is true in 3D



3D Format support

• Import 3D Files to native multipatch
– 3D Studio
– VRML and GeoVRML
– OpenFlight
– SketchUp

• IGeneralMultiPatchCreator
– Write your own converter



New 3D Tools in 9.2

• ExtrudeBetween
– Polygons into multipatches



New 3D Tools in 9.2

• TINPolygonVolume
– Volume calculation constrained within one or more polygonal 

areas
– Assumes the volume is closed



Post 9.2 Development
3D Proximity and Relational Operators

• 3D distance between features
• Relational operators

– Do they intersect?
– Are they disjoint?

• 3D intersection
– Where do they intersect?



3D Intersection

• Find the points of intersection between a polylineZ
and a polygon or multipatch
– Where does this well penetrate the a sand lens?
– Who owns the lease blocks intersected by the wells on this platform?
– Uses IRayIntersect, available in 9.1



3D Length

• Measure distance along a polylineZ in 3D
– Where is the x,y,z at 2500 m down this deviated well?

• Uses a new IPolyline3D interface


